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ARRA 14 CT GOLD JEWELRY



For nearly 20 years, Arra has impressed their

clients with stunning silver pieces. Now, Arra is

ready to dazzle with something new! Get ready

for our first fine jewelry collection, packed with

precious/semi-precious stones as bright as

summer sunsets.

Each piece whispers a story through Amethyst,

Emeralds, and Diamonds. The same care that

earned your trust is poured into every dazzling

detail. Ever wanted to wear art? Our stones tell

tales with shimmering colors and bold designs.



Mother of Pearl and Tourmaline earrings,

requiring - precision and patience from our

skilled craftsmen to carefully carve each

piece.

These earrings reflect Aradhana’s touch - our

visionary designer, who puts her heart and

soul into every piece. Her magic brings stones

to life.



These Concave Cut Citrines, paired with

dazzling Tourmalines, create a vibrant

interplay of colors. Machine-cut for precision

to capture the light within the gem. The

result?

These earrings breaks the mould - a

miniature masterpiece.



Our expert craftsmen hand carved each piece

of earring featuring trillion cut Lemon

Quartz, Diamonds and Tourmalines. It isn't

just about style - it's about owning the story

in each piece, the passion behind it, and the

dedication that brings it to life.



Beautifully hand-carved Tourmaline earrings,

paired with diamonds and stunning trillion cut

Lemon Quartz. This unique piece radiates sharp

brilliance and fire, capturing attention - taking

you into the vibrant symphony of Arra's story -

where gemstones whisper about who you are.



It is our Fantasy Cut collection featuring

enchanting Amethyst and Blue Topaz. Unleash

your inner creator with this unique wearable

art that celebrates you.



Carved Mother of Pearl (MOP) complemented

by multi-faceted Lemon Quartz and paired

with Iolite. Appreciate its intricacy and

precision - where every detail narrates a story

of dedication and artistry.



Hand-Carved Tourmaline and Emerald Leaf

earrings, highlighting the artistry of nature.



Multi-faceted Lemon Quartz, paired with

hand-carved Amethyst - Testament to

craftsmanship and elegance.



18 ct gold luxurious lace bracelet with

captivating Emeralds. This bracelet isn't just

about style, it's about the passion behind it, and

the dedication that brings it to life.



With this collection - Dive into the vibrant

symphony of Arra’s story where gemstones

whisper 

WHO YOU ARE.



WE'D LOVE TO HEAR YOUR THOUGHTS ON

OUR LATEST DESIGNS AND CREATIONS!

ARADHANA SAYAL

WWW.ARRABYARADHANA.COM

ARADHANA@ARRABYARADHANA.COM
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http://facebook.com/arrabyaradhana/
https://www.instagram.com/arra_by_aradhana/
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